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Introduction
Camcorders have been a familiar sight for more than 20 years. Odds are you have been behind 
one, filming family events, holidays, the kids’ sporting events, school plays, or vacations at some 
point in your life. For those who have purchased a camcorder in a timely fashion, you have 
probably even recorded baby’s first words or steps. Camcorders are practical tools for recording 
motion video and still images that preserve our experiences and memorable moments, and allow 
us to replay and enjoy them subsequently for years to come.

Whether you’re a professional or an amateur, present-day camcorders are both versatile and 
powerful enough to offer superior, quality results. They offer an endless array of features that are 
easy to use, and will be explained thoroughly throughout this guide.

Introduction
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Zoom Lens 
 Optical zoom is the camcorder’s true capabil-
ity to magnify your subject matter, from wide to 
telephoto. Today’s camcorders off er optical zoom 
ranges, generally, from 10x to 50x magnifi cation.

Resolution 
The higher the resolution recorded by the 
camcorder, the better your output will be 
for display and for image processing.

Menu
You have options for selecting from your 
camcorder’s menu: controls can be accessed 
via the camera’s interactive LCD touch screen 
or by buttons on the camera body. 

LCD Monitor
Size matters here. The LCD is your 
guide to compose and review your 
footage, at adjustable angles.

Family Historians: 
Camcorders that record onto a small 3” DVD off er friendly, convenient playback on 
home DVD players. Owning a camcorder that records to tape, fl ash memory cards, or 
internal hard drives requires the camcorder to be your playback device, connected to 
your TV monitor by a cable. A computer may be used for camcorder footage playback, 
but it requires connectivity for video, and adequate processing speed to support its in-
formation bandwidth.
Tape, fl ash memory card, and internal hard drive camcorders have widespread computer 
software support for image manipulation, management, and editing. Software for footage 
recorded onto a DVD camcorder is extremely limited. 
Camcorder mini-tapes are inexpensive and easy to archive. Flash memory cards and inter-
nal hard drive camcorders require you to off -load your recorded footage to a storage me-
dium for archival purposes (DVD, Tape, Hard Drive), and then erase the camcorder’s fl ash 
memory or hard drive before you can record fresh footage

Aspiring Filmmakers/Education/Business Videographers:
In advanced video productions, certain features and components are essential on a cam-
corder. An external microphone jack allows you the opportunity to record enhanced 
audio through the implementation of an optional shotgun (long, tubular) microphone, 
or from extended distances, with a wireless mic system — lavalier, shotgun (boompole-
mounted), or handheld. Wireless audio gives the videographer a great deal of latitude 
for positioning microphones, with the assurance that the audio will be accurate. An ac-
cessory “shoe mount” can support other important accessories, such as an on-camera 
light or external microphone. In addition, the more manual control the camcorder off ers 
to fi ne-tune your imagery, the better. Quick and friendly access for manual focus, expo-
sure, white balance, and shutter speed adjustment is crucial. Where and how you access 
those controls is also important. Are these controls accessed on the camcorder’s body, 
or through its on-screen menu? Knowing your lens fi lter diameter helps you ascertain 
whether various fi lters and wide-angle or telephoto lens adapters can be affi  xed. 

Camcorder Overview
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HDMI Output
A High-Defi nition Multimedia Inter-
face transfers your HD video and au-
dio through one cable to your HD TV.

Battery Compartment
Camcorder batteries off er power and 
portability at various power ratings.

Accessory Shoe Mount
This on-camera bracket can support 
an optional light or microphone.        

External Microphone Input
Extend your options for acquiring clear, 
intelligible audio from your subject, who 
might be in a crowd or more than 10’ away.

Manual Control
All camcorders off er some degree of 
manual control over your imagery. 
Some camcorders off er more control 
than others.  

USB Connection
A USB (Universal Serial Bus) cable connects 
the camcorder to devices such as your com-
puter or printer.

Flash Memory Card Slot
Accessing still images captured on 
a memory card is quick and easy.

Cam
corder
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Video Formats
Standard Defi nition:
Most standard-defi nition camcorders do an excellent job of recording beautiful video 
and still images. Mini DV camcorders, for example, capture approximately 500 lines of 
resolution. Th eir footage has enough resolution to be presented in broadcast video appli-
cations. For more vibrant color and detail, you can capture up to 1080 lines of resolution 
with Consumer high-defi nition camcorders.

High Defi nition:
Th ere are two high-defi nition (HD) signals for video recording in consumer camcorders, 
these being 1080i or 720p resolutions. Th e real choice will be which medium you will choose 
to record that resolution. Th ere are two major formats for high-defi nition camcorders. One 
is HDV, which records to tape, and the other records to a variety of tapeless media using the 
AVC HD codec.

HDV records high-defi nition video onto a Mini DV cassette, using MPEG2 compression. 
It is the most versatile and popular HD format that has excellent support from a generous 
variety of computer-editing software on both Windows and Mac platforms.

AVC HD (Advanced Video Codec High Defi nition) is a format that was codeveloped by 
Sony and Panasonic that incorporates the widely popular H.264 MPEG-4 compression 
algorithm. Th is format allows for HD recording onto non-tape media including hard disk 
drives, fl ash memory cards, and 3” recordable DVD’s.
To experience the high-defi nition footage recorded onto an AVC HD DVD camcorder, the 
disc can be played in an AVC HD-compatible Blu-ray Disc DVD player or a computer DVD 
drive with appropriate software. Or, the camcorder can be connected with an appropri-
ate cable (HDMI, DVI, Component, or USB 2.0) to a high-defi nition monitor.

Blu-ray Blu-ray Disc (BD) is a format for recording, rewriting, and playback of high-defi -
nition video, which utilizes a blue-violet laser to read and write data.

1920

1280

640
720

480

1080

Video resolution formats

Video Form
ats
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Media Recording Types
Mini DV Camcorders (Tape):
Mini DV (Miniature Digital Video) records onto economically-priced 60- and 80-minute Mini DV cassettes, captur-

ing imagery that surpasses DVD camcorders’ quality. Mini DV records MPEG2 file format, and is supported by the 

majority of computer-editing software applications.

HDV (Mini DV) Camcorders (Tape):
Record high-definition video onto Mini DV cassettes that run 60 and 80 minutes. Your footage is recorded in MPEG2 

file format, and has great computer-editing software support.

DVD Camcorders (DVD/AVCHD/Blu-ray Discs): 
The friendliest camcorders for families who don’t intend to edit their footage would be 3” DVD-based camcorders. 

Home DVD players support the 3” camcorder-sized DVD’s. DVD camcorders record times vary depending on your 

image-quality settings. At their finest image settings, standard-definition DVD camcorders record from 20 to 30 

minutes,  high-definition AVCHD DVD record 20 minutes, and Blu-ray camcorders record one hour of high-defini-

tion resolution (1920x1080). Options for editing your DVD footage are limited.

Flash Media Camcorders: (Solid-State):
Flash media is a solid-state format that lacks moving parts, and offers more reliability and stability for camcord-

ers exposed to excessive vibration, such as when acquiring extreme sports footage, or when mounted to a helmet 

or handlebars. Most Flash Media camcorders record mainly onto SD/SDHC (high-capacity) cards, while Sony 

camcorders record onto their proprietary Memory Stick Duo/Pro cards. Your footage is recorded in easy-to-ac-

cess “file clips” in MPEG4 file formats.

Hard Disk Drive (HDD) Camcorders:
Camcorders with an internal hard disk drive offer very long recording times without the hassle of changing tape, cards, 

or DVD-discs. A high-definition HDD camcorder with a 40GB HDD can record up to 5 1/2 hours of HD video. In stan-

dard definition your footage is recorded in MPEG2 file format, and in MPEG4 file format in high definition. Generally, 

one hour of standard NTSC DV (29.97fps) (SP) video uploads to your computer as 12.66GB of hard-drive space.

M
edia Recording  

Types
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Key Features Explained
Image Sensor
The image sensor is the brain of the camcorder. It 
gathers and processes the light passing through from 
the front of the lens for ultimate image capture. The 
larger the image sensor, the more light information 
is being received. A larger sensor has its advantages 
when filming in low-lit or uncontrollable light situa-
tions. A camcorder with a 1/3” sensor would outper-
form a similar style camcorder with a 1/6” sensor. 
A camcorder with three image sensors (3-CCD/3-
CMOS) will divide the light beams into the three pri-
mary colors: red, blue, and green, and captures these 
colors with greater saturation, detail, and richness.
Comparing image quality between a camcorder with 
a single 1/3” image sensor to one with three 1/6” im-
age sensors is tricky. Generally, the single 1/3” image 
sensor camcorder will capture brighter imagery in 
low light conditions (such as indoors), but in well-lit 
scenarios (such as outdoors) the three 1/6” image sen-
sor has the potential to capture more depth of color.

CCD (Charge-Coupled Device)
A CCD is a semiconductor device that converts opti-
cal images to electronic signals. A CCD sensor con-
tains tiny embedded specs of light-sensitive mate-
rial that, when electrically-charged and exposed to 
light, generate electronic pulses, producing an image 
which is later converted to pixels.

CMOS  (Complementary Metal-Oxide 
Semiconductor)
A CMOS is a semiconductor 
device that converts optical 
images to electronic signals. 
CMOS sensors use less power 
than CCD sensors. While neither 
has a distinct advantage over the other, 
CMOS sensors require more light to produce a 
more vivid, accurate image.

1080i (1920x1080, Interlaced)
1080i is a reference number for resolution in 
high-definition video. The “1080” represents the 
number of vertical lines of resolution (1,080) “in-
terlaced” (in alternating lines) with a total of 1,920 
horizontal lines of resolution. The advantage of 
shooting interlaced video is that it creates very 
smooth 1080 footage, without requiring a large 
amount of bandwidth. Presently, the full 1080i 
resolution can be transmitted over component 
video or HDMI cable only. A high-definition sig-
nal cannot be acquired by the use of a composite 
(yellow-tip RCA) or S-Video Cable.

720p (1280x720, Progressive)
720p is a reference number for resolution in 

high-definition video. The “p” stands for “pro-
gressive,” which identifies the manner in which 
the video is transmitted to the screen. Progres-
sive video (as opposed to interlaced video) is 
recorded in full frames, just like the still images 
taken on a digital camera. 

Image Processing
Image processing refers to the technology that is 
used to convert the raw digital data from the image 
sensors to a video-compatible signal, which can 
then be stored or viewed on a display. Basic image 
processing consists of three categories: sensor data 
processing, color conversion, and noise reduction.

Codec
Short for compression-decompression, a codec 
is any program or component that can encode or 
decode audio or video (or both). Common codecs 
include AVC/H.264, MPEG-4, HDV MPEG-2, and 
DV25 (Mini DV).
MPEG-2 is a compression codec used to encode 
video and its accompanying audio. It is very pop-
ular and is used in everything from DVD Video 
to HDV tape to DVD camcorders, as well as HD 
television. 
MPEG-4 is a compression codec used to encode 
video and its accompanying audio, and is used 

Key Features
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in many video applications. MPEG-4 is also used 
predominantly for downloadable movies; some 
methods of transmission include DivX, XviD, and 
Apple’s popular h.264. This is because MPEG4 
uses a higher compression rate, which lowers the 
quality of imagery, but offers the advantages of a 
faster transfer rate.

Image Stabilization 
The image stabiliza-
tion fea ture on some 
camcorders partially 
compensates for image 
shakiness due to op-
erator movement, espe-
cially when shot at full 
telephoto. Either optical 
or digital (electronic) 
image stabilization is 
good, but optical is con-
sidered to be optimal. 

White Balance
An electronic process used in camcorders to cali-
brate the picture for accurate color display when 
filming in different light sources. Calibrating the 
white balance in your camcorder ensures that all 
colors will be represented faithfully in daylight, 
incandescent, or fluorescent light.

Exposure Control (Iris)
This adjustment allows you to control the amount 
of light that reaches the image sensor, as needed, 
without creating a grainy appearance. 

Lux 
A unit of measurement 
used to rate the amount 
of light that is needed by 
a camcorder to record a 
recognizable image. The 
lower the number, the 
better. Although ratings 
are typically in the 1 to 10 
Lux range, camcorders 
require over 100 Lux in 
order to produce a high-
quality image.

Optical Zoom 
Optical zoom is the standard for a camcorder’s 
true zooming capability, from one focal length 
to another. Digital zoom enlarges the imagery 
brought into the camcorder optically — it does 
not change the focal length.

Digital Zoom
Digital Zoom is video circuitry that extends the 

zoom range by expanding the central portion 
of the image sensor to fill the entire screen. At 
extreme digital magnifications, however, your 
video will look grainy and not as clear. The digital 
zoom enlarges the imagery brought into the cam-
corder optically, for viewing purposes — it does 
not change the focal length.

30p Recording
30p, or 30 frames per second (fps) frame-rate re-
cording is valuable for analyzing recorded foot-
age such as action shots, sports, and still image 
captures. It offers the full-frame increments of 
“progressive” video recording instead of “inter-
laced” (60i) video, which is recorded in multiple 
half-fields every second.

24p (Film-look) 
The 24p fps (frames per second) frame rate fea-
tured on some NTSC camcorders has the ability 
to mimic the look and feel of cinema film, which 
runs at 24 fps.

Connectivity to TV
HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface) is 
a hot-pluggable interface that meets the needs of 
high-definition consumer devices. There are 19 
pins on the connector, and HDMI can transmit 

Key Features
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both uncompressed high-definition video and 
embedded audio over one cable.
Component Video is an analog transmission 
method that splits the signal between color chan-
nels of red, green, and blue. The cables can be ei-
ther RCA or BNC. Component Video has the abil-
ity to transmit 720p and 1080i video resolutions, 
but not at 1080p.
S-Video, also referred to as “Y/C,” is an analog 
video signal that separates the video signal into 
luminance (“Y,” brightness) and chrominance 
(“C,” color). S-Video recording displays 400 lines of 
video resolution, compared to composite video re-
cording, which carries the video signals mixed in 
one line, displaying 240 lines of video resolution. 
S-Video carries only the video signal, not audio.
Composite Video is an analog transmission 
method which combines all channels over one 
cable. The cables can be either RCA or BNC. Of-
ten a composite cable will be coupled with left- 
and right-channel RCA audio cables for a total 
of three connectors. Composite video can only 
transmit standard-definition video.

Connectivity to  Computer
FireWire is Apple’s brand name for the 
IEEE [Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronic Engineers] 1394 hot-pluggable 
universal serial bus standard. Sony re-
fers to the IEEE 1394a standard as i.LINK. The 
interface resembles a USB connector and comes 
in both 6-Pin and 4-Pin versions. FireWire carries 

both the digital video and audio with timecode, 
and offers machine control for START and STOP. 
FireWire is found on many computer devices and 
camcorders because of its stable speed when 
transferring files. There are currently two types 
of FireWire available:
FireWire 400 (IEEE 1394a), with a maximum 
throughput of 400 mbit/s.
FireWire 800 (IEEE 1394b), with a maximum 
throughput of 800 mbit/s.
USB (Universal Serial Bus) is an inter-
face widely used to attach periph-
eral devices. Camcorders with a 
high-speed USB 2.0 connector facilitate 
video and audio transfer to a computer, printer, 
or stand-alone DVD burner.

Connectivity-Miscellaneous
Microphone Jack
Some camcorders offer a mini-plug connector 
(1/8th-inch) intended for the implementation of 
an optional microphone that would achieve bet-
ter quality audio recording to the camcorder.
Headhone Jack To monitor audio in your record-
ing, headphones give you a reference of audio 
levels. Is your audio clear and understandable, 
not blaring? Camcorder headphone jacks have a 
1/8th inch mini-plug connector.
Control-L also know as LANC (Local Appli-
cation Control Bus System), is a (wired) Sony  
video-control protocol which is also included  
on certain Canon camcorders, that allows com-

mands to be communicated remotely. START 
and STOP recording, camcorder ZOOM and FO-
CUS can be controlled from a distance, thereby 
eliminating vibration on the camcorder body 
due to handling.

NTSC
NTSC (National Television Standards Commit-
tee) is the standard of color TV broadcasting used 
mainly in the US, Canada, Mexico, and Japan. 
NTSC features 525 lines per frame at 60 frames 
per second (fps). 

PAL
PAL (Phase Alternate Line) is the European 
color TV broadcasting standard, which fea-
tures 625 lines per frame at 50 frames per 
second. Camcorders that record in PAL do not 
play back on American NTSC televisions, and 
vice versa.

Manufacturer’s Supplied Accessories
The manufacturer’s supplied accessories, 
“in the box,” are the very basic requirements 
necessary to get your camcorder up and run-
ning. Recording media, such as tape cas-
settes, 3” DVD discs, and f lash memory cards 
are optional. To maximize your camcorder’s 
capabilities for quality video and still image 
recording, there is a plethora of camcorder ac-
cessories that will build on and enhance your 
supplied accessories.

Key Features
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Battery Life  
Why is it that so many of us have missed sentimen-
tal and meaningful moments because our cam-
corder battery is dead? It would be best to buy the 
largest-capacity battery that we feel is balanced 
and comfortable when attached to the camcorder, 
and use it as our “source” battery, while the man-
ufacturer’s supplied battery serves as our back-up 
power.  Generally, a 700-800 milliamp (mA) rated 
battery is supplied in the box. Under normal cam-
corder operation, this battery should last from 45 
to 60 minutes before it needs to be recharged. 

Extended Warranty
Th e question is: Is it worth it? Th e answer is … it is 
defi nitely worth it if you use it. Th e experience of 
having a camera repaired today can be frustrating. 
Generally, the manufacturer’s warranty is limited 
to 90 days, parts and labor, for manufacturer de-
fects under “normal usage.” 
Th e Sagemax service contracts off ered at B&H 
start from the date of purchase, and come in 2-, 3-, 
or 5- year off erings. Your camcorder is fully cov-
ered from accidental damage from handling, e.g., 
spills, drops, and other general mishaps. Th is is 
in addition to defects caused by mechanical and 
electrical breakdowns, power surges, water dam-
age, as well as defects in manufacturer materials 
and workmanship.
General turnaround time is 14 days, and includes 
FREE two-way shipping. Th ese warranties are valid 
in the USA (except for Florida and Oklahoma).

Protective Case
Off ering protection and organization for your 
camcorder and accessories, there is a variety of 
stylish, rugged cases to choose that meet your de-
mands for ergonomic comfort and reliability.

Lens Filters
Control the tone and shape of light entering your 
camcorder’s image sensor. Th e most popular clear 
UV fi lter adds protection to your camcorder’s 
fi xed lens. To give your family member or talent 
a healthy, warm complexion, adding a warming 
fi lter would give them that “golden glow.” Filming 
in very brightly lit conditions, as on a sunny day 
at the amusement park, using a neutral density 
(ND) fi lter would be like outfi tting your camcord-
er with sunglasses. And very bright sunny refl ec-
tive conditions are best compensated with the 
highly-recommended circular polarizing fi lter.

Wide-Angle / Telephoto Lenses
An optional, threaded external conversion lens, 
mounted to the front of your camcorder’s fi xed 
lens, off ers versatility and a variety of focal 
lengths for both wide angle and telephoto.

External Microphone
To improve the quality of audio recorded with a 
camcorder that has a microphone input, there is 
a host of microphones specifi cally designed for 
camcorders, and your particular applications.

On-Camera Light
In well-lit environments, camcorders record 
beautiful imagery. To assure that vivid, bright, 
and accurate imagery in low-light conditions, an 
on-camera light is your key to success.

Tripod / Camera Supports
To ensure your footage 
is smooth, steady, and 
graceful during short 
or extended fi lming 
sessions, implement-
ing an unwavering 
camcorder support sys-
tem, such as a tripod, 
monopod, or shoulder 
bracket will maintain 
the quality and stabil-
ity of your footage.

Extra Media
Tape, Flash Media Cards, 3” DVD Discs. Keep 
more than enough media on hand, and you will 
always be prepared to capture those memorable 
moments.

Key Features
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